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UCLA VC Fund 3rd Annual Silicon Valley 
Pitch Event 

 feat. Startup UCLA 
 

Schedule 
4:00pm – 4:30pm Arrival and Registration 

4:30pm – 6:00pm Pitches and Venture Panel Feedback 

6:00pm – 7:30pm  Reception 
 

About the UCLA VC Fund 

The UCLA VC Fund is inspiring entrepreneurship in the UCLA community. We 
provide access to capital and connections for UCLA alumni, students, staff and 
faculty.  The UCLA VC Fund is looking for great entrepreneurs, investors and 

alumni like you to be a part of UCLA's next 100 years of entrepreneurship. Learn 
more about how you can join the group as a member. If you are raising money, 

you can connect with us online on our website.  We hope you will join us to 
influence the direction of entrepreneurship at UCLA. 

http://www.venturecapital.ucla.edu/ 

 

Brought to you by: 
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Summer Accelerator 
Class of 2015 

 

ClutchPoints - “Your Go-To Sports App.” 
Founders: Nish Patel & Willy He 
 

Ezkie (“easy key”) - “Share Homes, Save Money, Make New Friends!” 
Founder: Anais Tadlaoui 
Ezkie is a home-sharing platform that matches students and young professionals on 
the move with the perfect home and housemates.  

 
Flux Chargers - "A phone charger for an active lifestyle." 
Founders: Alejandro Rioja & Miles Anthony 
 

Polibeats - “The one-stop, all-in-one platform for political advocacy.”  
Founders: Justin Mora & Ivan Ceja 
 

Pluto 
Founders: Tim Yu, Susie Kim, and Jason Ku 
A personal finance app that turns your savings goals into reality. 

 

Rankmi - “SaaS platform to assess, analyze and develop employee's talent.” 
Founder: Enrique Besa 
 

SeekU 
Founders: Avriel Epps and Jordan Epps 
SeekU is leveling the college admissions playing field through  
providing personalized, on-demand college counseling via an interactive online  
platform. 
 

ShuutMe - “Exclusive videos with limited views.” 
Founder: Ryan Trihernawan 
 

SudoLab 
Founders: Vincent Sung, Jason Jong 
SudoLab is an interactive mobile learning platform that simulates the 
classroom learning experience. 
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Alumni Companies: 

Abohd - "Turning Strangers Into Neighbors And Neighbors Into Friends" 
Founders: Nathan Troum, Ryan Winn and John Begakis 
The mobile app that brings the community back to apartment living, by connecting tenants with each 
other and with their landlord. 

Qollege   
Founders: Justin Fredericks, Max Litteral, and Mitchell Binning 
Qollege is the social Q&A app for college students to ask and answer questions with each other on 
their respective campuses; launching at UCLA in Fall 2015. 
 
PopUpsters  
Founders: Aaron Lander, Brina Bujkovsky, and Jim Burke 
PopUpsters is an online marketplace that connects the best local vendors, makers and artisans to 
opportunities to start, popup, and grow their businesses. 
 
Bloom Life  
Founders: Eric Dy and Julien Penders 
Bloom Technologies is a women’s health company improving the health of mom’s and babies starting 
in pregnancy.  Bloom combines physiological monitoring with data analytics to deliver personalized 
guidance and reassurance to moms, and better information to improve clinical decision making for 
doctors.   
 

Venture Panel: 
Vishal Vasishth 

Vishal Vasishth is the co-founder of Obvious Ventures with Evan Williams and 
James Joaquin. Obvious Ventures invests in world positive technology companies 
across three themes: Sustainable Systems, Healthy Living & People Power. Most 
recently Vishal was the founding partner of SONG Investment Advisors, an India- 
based fund backed by Soros Economic Development Fund, Omidyar Network and 
Google. He also served as a senior executive at Steve Case’s Revolution, LLC and 
as Chief Strategy Officer at Patagonia, a leading multichannel retailer of outdoor and 
active lifestyle products in the US. 

Vishal has demonstrated track record of operating and investing both in USA and Asia and creating 
value across diverse consumer oriented businesses. He was selected as a Henry Crown fellow of the 
Aspen Institute and a Next Generation Fellow of the American Assembly, both fellowships that 
recognize value-based leaders. Vishal earned a B. Tech degree in India, a Master’s degree in 
Sciences from North Carolina State University and an MBA from UCLA’s Anderson School of 
Management. Vishal grew up in the fast growing city of Chandigarh, India. 
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Adam Draper 

Adam Draper is a founder of Boost VC. He is a fourth generation venture capitalist, 
and Super Smash player extraordinaire. Adam co-founded a startup called Xpert 
Financial where he learned all of his startup lessons. He now takes those lessons 
and guides startups with his “Be Awesome” philosophy of building. Before starting 
Boost, Adam angel invested in 20 companies including Coinbase, Plangrid and 
Practice Fusion. His favorite movie is Notting Hill and his favorite pizza joint is 
Round Table. He also makes pickles. Adam graduated with a BA in English from 
UCLA. 

 

Matt Robinson 

Matt Robinson is a digital media and technology executive, advisor and 
investor.  Matt is the Founder and Managing Partner of Magnetik Partners, a 
Palo Alto based investment and advisory firm.  He is a Venture Partner at 
Boldstart Ventures and an Advisor to Center Electric Ventures and Metis 
Capital.  Matt was previously the interim CEO at Ask.fm (IACI) and the CEO of 
Attributor, Inc.  Following Attributor’s acquisition by Digimarc (DMRC), he 
served as President of Digimarc Guardian.  Earlier in his career Matt was Vice 
President and Associate General Counsel at Yahoo! (YHOO) and held 
leadership roles at Reel.com (HLYW).   

Matt is an active member of the Young Presidents Organization (YPO), the UCLA Venture Fund and 
the Telluride Venture Association.   He has served as a board member and advisor to both early 
stage and public companies, and is a director for several philanthropic organizations.  Matt received 
an undergraduate degree from U.C.L.A. and a J.D from the University of San Francisco School of 
Law.  He resides in Palo Alto, CA with his wife and two sons.   


